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ABSTRACT
This research presents an approach for detecting individual trees in forests and estimating their
height by using the Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) data, free of cost from the Dutch elevation
dataset AHN (Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland). The analysis was performed in a plot of
coniferous forest in The Netherlands. The followed algorithm for treetop detection, use a canopy
height model (CHM) as input. A common approach to create a CHM directly from the point cloud
could give as a result a CHM with irregularities or the structure of the tree can be loose, which
could affect the accuracy in the tree detection. To avoid this, the “pit-free CHM” was followed,
having good visual results and also in terms of the treetop detection. In order to detect the
treetops and their height, the variable window technique was applied to a pit-free Canopy Height
Model (CHM). Afterward, the individual tree detections derived from the LiDAR point cloud was
compared to a reference dataset. In order to know the best combination of parameters as input
for the variable window technique a sensitivity analysis was performed, having as output is a list
with combinations of parameters with their corresponding overall accuracy which aims to
optimize the treetop detection algorithm. The best accuracy estimated in the study area was
80%. In terms of height accuracy, the maximum tree height was estimated with the largest
relative percentage error (-10%), while the minimum tree height was overestimated with a
relative percentage error of 2.8%. These values could be affected since the creation of the CHM,
the approximation estimated for the growing seasonality or even the ability of the LiDAR scanner
to capture the treetops. However, findings showed that the point cloud provided by the AHN-2
with the presented methodology gives reliable treetop detections with their corresponding
heights.

KEYWORDS: Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland, AHN, LiDAR, forest, treetop heights, variable
window size
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Context and background
Tree information such as tree heights, tree counts, diameter at breast height (DBH), forest
biomass, and crown diameter, have been vital for many forest-related activities such as age
structure, estimation of timber stock, forest inventories, forest regeneration and for evaluating
forest damage (Chen, et al., 2006; Hu, et al., 2006; Kosh, et al., 2006). The tree height itself is
considered as an important forest parameter to estimate the annual production potential, forest
inventories and is commonly used as an indication of standing biomass (Mcinerney, et al., 2010).
Therefore, the appropriate and detailed forest information is important for making quantitative
analysis and is also useful for the effective management of forest (Avery & Burkhart, 1994).
However, traditional ground-based techniques to investigate such parameters are considered
time-consuming, expensive, the sample sizes could be limited, and sometimes the study area is
inaccessible (Wulder, et al., 2004). As a result, there is a need to explore different methods that
can overcome these limitations (Popescu, et al., 2004).
One promising remote sensing application is Airborne Laser Scanning LiDAR, also known as ALS.
This technology has been proven to be an effective and
reliable alternative for extracting useful information
about the canopy surface and tree parameters at
regional or local scales (Strîmbu & Strîmbu, 2015;
Popescu, et al., 2002; Suárez, et al., 2005). Additionally,
LiDAR is considered an “essential tool” for programs like
REDD+, which offers financial incentives to developing
countries for taking actions to preserve their forest,
including the reduction or removing forest carbon
emissions (De Sy, et al., 2012; UN-REDD Programme,
2018).
Figure 1- LiDAR pulses representation
Typically, LiDAR operates in the visible or the near
infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum (900-1064 nm) (Mcinerney, et al., 2010). The laser
sensors are placed in the aircraft and the laser pulses are sent to the ground to collect “x, y and
z coordinates of ground objects based on laser range measurements” (Wu, et al., 2013). After
collecting these measurements, the signal can be classified as returns; being the first return the
laser pulse rebounded from the uppermost vegetation of the canopy layer and the last return
shows the last measurable signal, which is normally assumed as being the ground point (BenArie, et al., 2009; St-Onge, et al., 2003). See Figure 1.
Studies have been focused on developing computer-based algorithms with the increasing
availability of LiDAR data. This technology has been successfully applied to identify tree crown
perimeter and extract tree attributes such as total height at the individual level in a variety of
forests (Persson, et al., 2002), including coniferous forest (Andersen, et al., 2005). Some of the
most popular applied methods to extract tree attributes are local maximum filtering for
identifying tree crowns from LiDAR data(Persson, et al., 2002; Chang, et al., 2013), fixed or
variable window filters to detect treetops (Popescu, et al., 2004; Persson, et al. 2002) and
watershed segmentation to segment individual trees (Kwak, et al., 2007; Mei & Durrieu, 2004).
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The accuracy of tree-detection algorithms depends on the resolution of the data source, the
algorithm used and the structural complexity of forest stands (Leckie, et al., 2003; Vauhkonen, et
al., 2012). A stand can be defined as an aggregation of trees that share the same area and are
sufficiently homogeneous in species composition, age, and size (Newton, 2007). In the case of
conifer species, the accuracy of tree-detection is affected when the laser pulses do not detect
the sharp apex of the tree, leading to an underestimation of the tree height (Edson & Wing, 2011;
Popescu, et al., 2002). Another problem is related to dominant tree layers because most of the
time, LiDAR sensors can only detect the dominant tree layer and consequently the smaller trees
are partially or completely in the shadow of larger trees (Næsset, et al., 2004; Vauhkonen, et al.,
2011). Besides, the algorithm usually have better results for trees considered as dominants and
co-dominant in the canopy layer (Vauhkonen, et al., 2011; Hamraz, et al., 2017). Moreover,
Richardson & Moskal, (2011) mentioned that one should be conscious of this limitation when
performing analyses. To illustrate the upper layers of the canopy, dominant (D) trees can be
defined as the ones that get ahead of their neighbors, meaning that they become the tallest trees
in the forest by extending from the general level of the crown cover and receive full light from
the top and partially from the side, while the co-dominant (C) trees are the medium-sized crowns
that receive full light from above but less from the sides (Emmingham & Green, 2003) (Adams,
et al., 1994), see Figure 2.

Figure 2- Ordinary Douglas-fir stand, with dominant (D), codominant(C),
intermediate (I), and overtopped (O) trees. Source: (Emmingham & Green, 2003)

A way to represent vegetation heights above the ground is by creating a Canopy Height Model
(CHM). This can be obtained by subtracting the Digital Terrain Model (DTM) from the Digital
Surface Model (DSM). The DSM is a representation of the earth’s surface including above-ground
man-made features and vegetation. A DTM represents the earth’s surface without all its features
(Computamaps, 2018). Both DTM and DSM can be obtained from raw laser point clouds
(Popescu, et al., 2002). See Figure 3.
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Figure 3- Digital Surface Model and Digital Terrain Model representation. Source:
https://luxcarta.com/newsletter/archive/3-3/newsletter3-3.html

In fact, recent studies suggest creating a CHM directly from the point cloud (Persson, et al., 2002;
Khosravipour, et al., 2014), because LiDAR-derived CHM is considered as the main data source to
segment individual trees for many approaches (Wu, et al., 2016). The findings for the tree height
in Kaartinen & Hyyppä, (2008) were that the RMSE results ranged from 60-80 centimeters and
the standard deviation and the underestimation of the tree height decreased overall when the
point density increased.
The Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (AHN) is a national-scale project in The Netherlands which
provide a LiDAR-based digital elevation map and it has been presented in different versions. The
second version for the AHN, measurements were taken between 2007 and 2012 and the
measurements started to be taken in 2014 for the third version and will be finished in 2019. The
project produces a point cloud with an average density of 10 points/m 2 with a systematic error
in height of 5 cm (Sande, et al., 2010) for both AHN-2 and AHN-3 versions. From this point cloud,
a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and a Digital Surface Model (DSM), both as raster form, with a
resolution of 0.5 meters and 5 meters, are produced by the project as high-resolution open
datasets which means that they are free of cost (Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland, 2017).
Companies in the Netherlands, like NEO B.V., Geodan, and Cobra advisers and also Wageningen
Environmental Research, collaborated to develop a nationwide tree crown file called the
Boombasis (tree register database). This database includes the location of the tree, tree-crown
delineation, their height and the crown volume (Geodan, 2018). This was derived directly from
the AHN-2 in combination with aerial photos from 2013 and 2014. Later on, the AHN-3 was also
used. However, the main focus was not on forested areas and public gardens but more to
distinguishing individual avenue trees. According to Boomregister, (2018), 90% of the cells of the
tree-classified grid are correctly classified when the tree height is higher than 9 meters and the
crown diameter are greater than 4 meters. The accuracy of the tree height is 1.50 meters. The
height can be defined as “the height difference between the plane where the trunk touches the
ground and the center of gravity of the upper crown of the branches”. This information was made
with the purpose to provide valuable information to municipalities, tree managers, landscape
and field designers, water boards and also, other organizations that offer services related to
allergies, air quality and even real estate value (NEO B.V., 2018; Boomregister, 2018).
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In addition, Wageningen Environmental Research used the AHN-2 to create the Object Hoogte
Nederland (OHN), which is a raster file with the object’s height above the ground level, while the
AHN represent the heights relative to sea level. The purpose of this project was to use this
information to calculate the incoming solar radiation in Ommoord, Rotterdam and to determine
the height of vegetation by combining the point cloud and satellite images (Kramer, et al., 2014).

1.2 Problem definition
In a worldwide level, countries such as Spain, Finland, Denmark, Switzerland, United Kingdom
and Poland, have been collecting LiDAR data in a national or local level and also they provided
the information free of costs. Depending on the country, the point densities varies from 0.5
points/m2 up to 12 points/m2 (Dep. de Movilidad y Ordenación del Territorio, 2018; National Land
Survey of Finland, 2018; Styrelsen for Dataforsyning og Effektivisering, 2018; swisstopo, 2018;
Environment Agency, 2018; VTP, 2018). Even though LiDAR data can offer valuable information
to many users and the availability free of cost is increasing in a worldwide level, in general, not
many publications have been done regarding the use of these freely available point cloud data
and derive forest parameters. Therefore, this thesis will assess the usability of AHN-2 data to
detect and estimate individual treetop heights in a plot of forest.

CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Based on the problem definition, the main objective of this thesis is to assess the usability of
AHN-2 data to detect and estimate individual treetop heights of dominant (D) and codominant
(C) Douglas-fir in a plot of forest by using the treetop height and detection algorithm. In order to
fulfill the main objective, three research questions have been developed.
Research questions:
1. What method can be used to create a Canopy Height Model from the AHN-2 point cloud
data?
2. Which parameters for the treetop detection algorithm function gives the best accuracy
using the AHN-2 point cloud?
3. What is the accuracy of the treetop heights of the detected trees from the previous
question?
If this approach is feasible, it will be possible to identify trees and provide corresponding
estimates of tree heights from the AHN-2 point cloud data for Douglas-fir plots, taking advantage
of LiDAR point clouds as open data. This research presents the results of the parameters that
produce the best tree detection as well as the accuracy analysis of the detection.
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CHAPTER 3: DATA
3.1 Study Area
The study area for this research was a plot of 50x50 meters in the Speulder Forest. It is located
in the northwest of the Veluwe, east part of the municipality of Putten, The Netherlands. The size
of the area is approximately 3,300 hectares and some tree species present include Douglas-fir,
Beech, Larch, Sitka Spruce and Red Oak. This forest is considered as a protected natural area by
the European network Natura 2000 and one of the oldest forest in the Netherlands. See Figure
4.
For this area, a forest stand map is available that provides information about different forest
stands like their age and main tree species (Staatsbosbeheer, 2014). This information was used
as a reference to locate Douglas-fir stands. In this forest, there are 515 Douglas-fir stands with
ages varying from 14-123 years approximately, covering in total 585 hectares. Nowadays, the
trees in the study area are around 58 years old.

Figure 4- Study area
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3.2 AHN
The Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (2017) is a nationwide project of the Netherlands, where
LiDAR records were captured from helicopters or aircraft, having as a result, a detail height map.
The AHN was originally created for projects by the water boards, provinces and the Ministry of
Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat). Moreover, it can be used as source data for other
applications like archaeological and infrastructural planning matters.
The AHN-1 was the first project which started in 1997. In the beginning, the point density was 1
point/16 m2 and some areas could have 1 point/m2 with 50 cm of accuracy for 99.7% of the
points. The continuous development of technology could be seen in the AHN-2, in which the
average point density is between 6-10 points/m2 with an accuracy of 20 cm for 99.7% of the
points. As the last project, the AHN-3 started in 2014 and it will finish in 2019. In Figure 5, an
overview of the planning for data acquisition for AHN-2 and AHN-3 is visualized, covering the
study area in 2010. As mentioned before, our study area is not covered yet by the AHN-3.
According to van Meijeren, (2017) findings in his study area, the accuracy of AHN-3, provides a
higher vertical accuracy than AHN-2.

Figure 5- Availability planning for data acquisition for AHN-2 and AHN-3 within The Netherlands
(Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland, 2017)

Figure 6 shows a visualization of the AHN-2 point cloud in the study area from the side and top
view. The red color represents the heights points, while the green/blue colors represent the
lowest values.

Figure 6- Visualization of AHN-2 point cloud in the study area
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3.3 Reference data
Unmanned aerial systems (UASs) are known to be capable of obtaining high spatial and temporal
resolution data from lower altitudes in an effective way and recently, LiDAR technique has been
adapted to UASs. It is possible to reach point densities between 60-1500 points/m2 due to the
lower flight height and this helps to derive single-tree biophysical characteristics having lower
costs than regular ALS. However, one of the main limitations is that the spatial coverage is
smaller. It is important to mention that ALS typically cover larger areas but leads to having less
point density acquisition (Whitehead, et al., 2014; Puliti, et al., 2015). The advantages of UAS
provided the opportunity to define the referenced data. The measurements were taken in May
of 2017, using the RIEGL RiCOPTER (See Figure 7). It is defined as a high-performance Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-borne laser scanning which includes a lightweight ALS system RIEGL VUXSYS, with a Riegl VUX-1uav LiDAR sensor system, IMU/GNSS unit with antenna, control unit, up
to 2 cameras. The field of view used was 330°, a Laser Pulse Repetition Rate (PRR) of 550 kHz and
the scan speed of 58 lines/s. As a result, the average rectangular point spacing was around 8 cm
with a point density of 140 points/m2 for a single flight line at nadir (Brede, et al., 2017). For more
technical details, see Appendix 2.
Additionally, the referenced data was captured seven years after the AHN-2 data was acquired.
The seven growth season passed needed to be considered. A way to determine the height growth
is by counting the whorls because each whorl represents one year of growth. From the treetop,
seven whorls were counted in direction to the ground from some trees. A rough estimation was
3.6 meters for the seasonality growth (Goudzwaard, personal communication).

Figure 7 - RIEGL RiCOPTER Aircraft with VUX-1-SYS scanning system.
Image by Author
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CHAPTER 4: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
4.1 Canopy Height Model creation
Creating a CHM from the point cloud, could produce problems such as irregularities in the CHM,
also known as “pits”, which affect the accuracy of tree detection, by underestimating the
biophysical measurements and alter the analysis related to tree heights (Ben-Arie, et al., 2009).
The main cause for these pits is unclear, due to the
several steps that one needs to follow from the data
acquisition to the processing (Ben-Arie, et al., 2009).
Researches mentioned that pits could be the result
of the laser beams passing through canopy branches
and vegetation directly to the ground or also by
merging data from different flight lines (Leckie, et
al., 2003). Other causes could be by increasing the
flying height and scan angle (Baltsavias, 1999).
Typically, pits are shown as pixels with lower digital
height information than their adjacent values and
they are randomly distributed across the CHM (BenArie, et al., 2009; Marcu, et al., 2017). See Figure 8. Figure 8- Example of data pits in CHM. Source: BenArie, et al., 2009

Khosravipour, et al., (2014), proposed a technique to
generate a Canopy Height Model raster without pits, being valuable when one would like to
obtain individual tree attributes. As part of the pre-processing, the point cloud needs to be
classified as ‘ground’ and ‘no ground’ and then, normalize the height, which means that in order
to obtain the absolute object height from the point cloud, it is necessary to exclude the influence
of the terrain (Wang, et al., 2008). See Figure 9.
Normalized

Figure 9- Visualization before and after normalized the point cloud
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The technique use subsets of LiDAR points (also called partial CHMs) to decrease pits. The theory
behind the partial CHMs is that the laser pulses not always hit the top of the canopy as first
return. Instead, the laser beam could also hit lower
branches or even hit directly to the ground (See Figure
10). By considering different heights, one can represent
the shape of the canopy at different layers. Their
methodology can be executed using LAStools in ArcMap
or as a batch scripting (rapidlasso GmbH_b, 2017).
LAStools is a software that provides different modules to
process LiDAR data. Their findings showed that their
technique improves the accuracy of tree detection and it
can be adapted to different LiDAR point densities
(Khosravipour, et al., 2014). According to them, many
authors recommended using smoothing techniques (e.g.
median, mean or Gaussian filter) to reduce pits. Figure 10- Laser pulses hitting different parts of
However, by using smoothing techniques, all the image the canopy as first return
pixels are changed according to their nearest neighbors; consequently, information is lost (Zhao,
et al., 2013).

4.2 Treetop detection
Identifying a tree with a Local Maxima (LM) technique successfully depends on the filter window
size. If the filter size is too small, commission errors can occur through the detection of trees
where in reality there is no tree. In the case where the filter is too large omission errors can
happen (Daley, et al., 1998). In addition, conifer species can be detected by using LM because of
their well defined and single apex (Popescu, et al., 2002).
Popescu, et al., (2004) developed the variable window technique which detects treetops in an
automatic way. This procedure is available as TreeTopFinder function inside the R package called
Tools for Canopy Analysis as described by Plowright, (2017). This tool is able to estimate the
heights of the trees on an individual level. More detailed description of the algorithm
performance can be found in (Plowright A. , 2018).
The function takes a CHM as an input and the algorithm reads the height at each pixel with a
variable circular window to search the highest cell (or LM) within the window. If the current cell
is the highest, it is considered as a treetop (Popescu, et al., 2002; Plowright, 2017). The variable
window size changes depending on the value of the height on which it is centered with the
assumption that there is an association between the crown size and the tree height (Popescu, et
al., 2004). This can simulate the forest structure in the study area (Popescu, et al., 2002).
According to Plowright, (2017), the first step is to define a function that will delineate the variable
window size and is defined by the following simple linear equation that returns the radius of the
searching window. The size of the window is shown in map units. (See Equation 1).
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𝑣𝑤𝑠 = 𝑎 ∗ ℎ + 𝑏
Where

Equation 1

vws = variable window size (meters)
h = tree height (meters)

Regarding the values of a and b, Plowright, (2017) defined the parameters of 0.05 and 0.6
correspondingly. The a value is the direct relation and b is a fix component. Pitkänen, et al., (2004)
used the least median of squares regression to determine the crown width. After calibrating their
model, they determined the final parameters were 1.20 and 0.16 for a and b correspondently for
the same equation. It is worth mentioning that their study area consisted mainly of Norway
spruce on seven plots and Scots pine in two. Consequently, the parameters will have an influence
on the detected treetops and moreover, it is possible to add a threshold of the minimum height.
As a result, the function returns the spatial coordinates of each detected treetop including the
height and “the radius of the moving window where the tree was located” (Plowright, 2017).
Khosravipour, et al., (2014) applied the variable window technique developed by Popescu, et al.,
(2004) over a high-density point cloud (160 points/m2) with a pit-free CHM with a pixel size of
0.15m and low-density (7 points/m2) lidar-derived CHM with a pixel size of 0.50m. They
considered several tree species like deciduous trees, Larix decidua, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus
uncinata and deciduous trees. The total accuracy index found in a high-density LiDAR data for
Pinus sylvestris, Pinus uncinata and deciduous trees were 76.3%, 66.4%, and 51.5% respectively.
For the low-density LiDAR data for Pinus sylvestris, Pinus uncinata and deciduous trees were
71.7%, 65.5%, and 33.6% respectively. Falkowski, et al., (2008), detected 80% of all the trees by
applying the variable window filter.

4.3 Accuracy analysis
A confusion matrix is a way to show the accuracy performed by the algorithm of the detected
and the actual information (Kohavi & John, 1997). Saito & Rehmsmeier, 2018 described various
measures that can be derived from the confusion matrix like the sensitivity (SN) also known as
True Positive Rate, the precision (PREC), the overall accuracy, the commission error (CE) and the
omission error (OE). Usually, the confusion matrix looks like the following:
Table 1- Example of a Confusion Matrix

Total number of detections
(n)
Actual: NO
Actual: YES

Predicted: NO

Predicted: YES

True Negatives (TN)
False Negatives (FN)

False Positives (FP)
True Positives (TP)

For this research we can apply the outcomes of the confusion matrix as the following:
 True Positives (TP): These are cases in which the algorithm detected a tree, and in reality (in
our reference data) there is a tree. This is considered a positive prediction.
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True Negatives (TN): A tree wasn’t detected and in reality, there is not a tree. For this
research TN is not applicable, therefore this element of the confusion matrix was excluded.
False Positives (FP): A tree was detected, but actually there is no tree. This is considered a
positive prediction. Additionally, this is also known as Type I error.
False Negatives (FN): There is no tree detection, but actually there is a tree. This is also known
as Type II error and is a negative prediction.

The sensitivity (also known as True Positive Rate) can be estimated as the amount of correct
positive predictions divided by the total number of positives. A sensitivity of 1.0 is considered
the best, whereas 0.0 is the worst.
𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑁 =
Equation 2
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

The precision is defined as the number of correct positive detections divided by the total number
of positive detections. A precision of 1.0 is the best, while the worst is 0.0.
𝑃𝑅𝐸𝐶 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

Equation 3

The commission error can be estimated as the number of incorrect positive detection divided by
the total number of positive detections.
𝐹𝑃
𝐶𝐸 =
Equation 4
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑃

The omission error is the incorrect negative prediction divided by the total number of positives.
𝑂𝐸 =

𝐹𝑁
𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃

Equation 5

According to Pouliot, et al., (2002) the overall accuracy of each detection can be calculated as:
𝐴𝐼 (%) = [

𝑛 − (𝑂𝐸 + 𝐶𝐸)
] ∗ 100
𝑛

Equation 6

where AI is the percent of the accuracy index and n is the total number of reference trees in the
study area. This counts all errors compared to the total number of trees in the reference data. In
the case of negative values, the OE and CE are greater than the total number of referenced trees.
The height accuracy was evaluated by comparing the average height for the predicted and
referenced trees by using the relative root mean square error (RMSE %) calculated as:
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1
𝑛

√ ∑(𝑃𝒾−𝑂𝒾)2

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸% =

Ō

*100

Equation 7

Where n is the number of observations, 𝑃𝒾 is the values that were detected, 𝑂𝒾 is the referenced
data, and Ō is the mean of the observed values. The values range from 0 to 1, 1 being the perfect
match. This calculation was applied to the detected trees which were associated with a tree in
the referenced data.

4.4 Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis is normally implemented to check the robustness of the results. It shows the
effect it causes by changing the input parameters to the model results (Alam, et al., 2016). One
of the methodologies for sensitivity analysis is One-factor-at-a-time (OFAT). According to Ten
Broeke, et al., (2016), the OFAT sensitivity analysis selects a base parameters setting and one of
the parameters at a time would vary while the other parameters remain fixed. For instance, it
can show “whether there are tipping points where the output responds drastically to a small
parameter change” and by displaying these relationships the OFAT can help to understand how
the model works.
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CHAPTER 5: METHODOLOGY
The methodology can be divided into five main stages: first, the procedure to define the
referenced data acquired by the RiCOPTER. Then, the second stage describes the pre-processing
of the AHN-2 point cloud and the processing to create the Canopy Height Model. The third stage
refers to the application of the treetop detection and accuracy analysis. Then, the calibration of
the algorithm was made in order to find the best combination of parameters that gives a good
overall accuracy in the detection. Lastly, the procedure to estimate the treetop height accuracy
is explained. The stages are described in more detail in their respective section.

5.1 Defining the referenced data
Trees were manually identified in the RiCOPTER data by using FUSION 3.70 software
(McGaughey, 2009). Figure 11a shows how the point cloud looks like in the plot of the study area.
The software provides an option to isolate each tree and save information like their X and Y
location, the elevation at tree base, total height, height to the crown base, minimum and
maximum crown diameter. The way to gather this information is by a moving cylinder which one
can locate on top of the tree and adjust the cylinder diameter according to the dimensions of the
trees. As a result, a table is created with the entire tree’s information mentioned before. It is
worth mentioning that, in some cases, a tree was identified but the trunk was not found. For
these cases, the trees were excluded because most of the time the trunk was clearly visible as
we can see in Figure 11b. Also, in some cases, the crown diameter was difficult to determine,
especially when the trees were close to each other.

a)

b)
b)

Figure 11- LiDAR point cloud from the ALS. a) Overall point cloud visualization within the plot. b) Segmented
tree from the RiCOPTER with its height in meters, made in FUSION software.
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As mentioned before, the measurements for AHN-2 were taken in 2010, while the referenced
data in 2017. As consequence of the time difference or other circumstances (e.g. cutting or fallen
trees), approximately 16 trees are missing in the referenced data, affecting the overall accuracy
(see Figure 12). To overcome this, the missing trees were identified manually from the AHN-2
point cloud, following the same procedure mentioned before and added to the referenced data.
It is worth to mention that these trees were used only for the accuracy on detected trees and not
for the treetop height accuracy, due to the difference in the seasonal growing.

Figure 12-Visual comparison between AHN-2 and referenced data. The
AHN-2 treetops can be seen as red and the referenced data can be seen as
green. The white circles are only an approximate representation of the
tree-crown.
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5.2 Canopy Height Model creation
For this thesis, the procedure of Khosravipour, et al., (2014) was followed in order to create a
Canopy Height Model directly from the AHN-2 point cloud data. The procedure was previously
explained in Chapter 4.1. The implemented pre-processing and the processing were by using the
batch-scripting modules of LAStools. The method requires as input the point cloud, the desired
resolution of the CHM and the rasterization threshold. For this study, the AHN-2 point cloud, a
resolution of 0.5 and a rasterization threshold of 1.5 meters were used as input.
5.2.1 CHM Pre-processing
The first step was to extract a plot of 50x50 meters from the AHN-2 point cloud as area
delimitation. The selection of the plots was based on the available data gathered by the RiCOPTER
as a validation data. This was done by using lasclip module. Then, the point cloud was classified
as ‘ground’ and ‘no ground’ by using the lasground module. Later, the height was normalized, by
using lasheight module.
5.2.2 CHM Processing
Firstly, a raster CHM (CHM00) was constructed with a resolution of 0.5 meters, by interpolating
all points. Then, several partial CHMs were created considering all points but at different heights.
Therefore, a CHM was created showing points at a height of 2 meters (CHM02) and the same
procedure was executed at heights of five meters (CHM05), 10 meters (CHM10), 15 meters
(CHM15), 20 meters (CHM20), 25 meters (CHM25), 30 meters (CHM30), and lastly 35 meters
(CHM35). The generated raster from CHM00 up to CHM35 would be sufficient for the forest with
tree height of up to around 40 meters. The blas2dem module from LAStools was used.
Finally, the generated rasters (CHM00 to CHM35) were combined into one, by keeping the point
values across all constructed CHMs for each X, Y position in the raster. This could be seen as
stacking all the generated CHMs on top of each other, having the CHM35 at the top and the CHM00
at the bottom. As a result, the final pit-free CHM raster was created. To merge the CHMs the
lasgrid module was used. See Figure 13, to see the complete flowchart to create the pit-free CHM
and see Appendix 3 to see the complete algorithm.
In order to evaluate if the pit-free CHM provides better accuracy in the treetop detection of this
study, a visual comparison was made between the CHM with Gaussian filter applied (referred as
standard CHM) and the pit-free CHM. Also, a comparison was made between the commission,
omission errors and the overall accuracy estimated when using as input both type of CHMs.
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Figure 13- Based on Khosravipour, et al., (2013).
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5.3 Treetop detection and accuracy analysis
This study followed the methodology proposed by Plowright, (2017), which is based on the
variable window technique, previously described in Chapter 4.2. By having the age of the forest
stand which is 58 years old, the heights could be inferred to be between 30-40 meters (based on
Figure 14) in the study area. For this reason, the values below 25 meters were excluded. In order
to know the detection accuracy of an individual tree, the detected treetops are associated with
the closest treetop in the reference data. In order to conclude whether the detected tree can
actually be classified as a correct detection, a comparison was made between the distance of the
detected tree and the crown radius of the referenced tree. If the distance of the detected tree is
shorter or equal to the crown radius, the detected tree is correct. In the case where more than
one treetop is detected, the nearest tree is assigned to the reference tree and the rest are
considered as commission errors (overestimation of the number of trees). In other words, the
detected tree is assigned to only one referenced tree. On the other hand, when no treetop is
detected within the reference tree crown is considered an omission error (underestimation of
the number of trees).
It is important to mention that the crown radius obtained from the referenced data was not
considered acceptable, due to the difficulty of determining the crown diameter in several cases.
Therefore, the method presented in Plowright A., (2015) could help to determine a rough
estimation of the tree crown radius by taking into account the age of the trees at the stand level,
or in the case of this study, at the plot level. See Equation 8.
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 (𝑚) = 0.07 ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑔𝑒 (𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠) + 0.65

Equation 8

By applying this formula to our reference data, a crown radius of 4.71 meters is computed as a
threshold for the whole study area.

Figure 14- Age class of Douglas-fir. Source: Van Pelt, (2007)

Also, visual inspection was made to analyze the treetop detection. The AHN-2 point cloud was
used with detected trees and the referenced trees.
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5.4 Sensitivity Analysis
5.4.1 Treetop detection algorithm
With the purpose to find the best input parameters for the treetop detection algorithm and have
the best overall accuracy in our detection, the sensitivity analysis methodology called, one-factorat-a-time was followed. For this study, the algorithm’s parameters for a and b were ranged
(Equation 1). The ranges of a were chosen from -0.50 to 1.1 by increments of 0.02 a and for b
from -20.5 to 14, by increments of 0.2, with the purpose to identify the “tipping points” of the
algorithm based on the giving accuracy. In total, 11,141 algorithm outputs were generated,
including their corresponding accuracy values. When the algorithm is computing the windows
size, some combinations of parameters a and b give as a result a smaller window size than the
CHM’s resolution. For these cases, the algorithm applies a 3x3 cell window. However, for this
study, these values were not considered.
In order to determine which combination of parameters is the ideal for the tree detection in the
study area, it was considered as a priority that the number of detections should be close to the
number of trees in the study area. Also, the accuracy index was considered, because as
mentioned before, it gives us an overview of how good or bad the detection worked.
5.4.2 Crown radius threshold for the referenced data
As mentioned before, a fixed crown radius was computed for all the trees in the study area.
However, in reality, several environmental factors like moisture, temperature, pest, light, soil,
and air pollution could play an important role in the development of the trees and therefore,
have variation in the crown radius. In order to determine if the crown radius threshold of the
referenced data is sensitive for the accuracy of the treetop detection, the crown radius was
ranged from 1 to 10 and the accuracy that gives as output was compared.

5.5 Treetop height accuracy
In order to determine the accuracy of height estimation, the information calculated for the
referenced data like the number of trees, minimum and maximum height, mean stand height
were compared with the data obtained from the point cloud processing. Moreover, the absolute
and relative percentage error was also calculated.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS
6.1 Referenced data
Table 2, shows the calculated statistics in our study area. Eighty four trees were identified in the
plot and also, other parameters related to tree’s height in meters; like the minimum, maximum,
the median, mean and the standard deviation (SD).
Table 2- Descriptive statistics of tree height (meters) from the referenced data.

Descriptive statistics of tree height (m) of reference data
Number of
Minimum
Maximum
Median
Mean
trees
84
25.29
35.84
30.68
31.10

SD
2.39

6.2 Generated Canopy Height Model
A pit-free CHM was generated by following the methodology proposed by Khosravipour, et al.,
(2014) and using LAStools. As mentioned before, the standard way to generate a CHM could have
as a result “pits” within the area. Figure 15 shows the comparison between the standard CHM
and the benefit of applying the pit-free algorithm. The pits are clearly visible as small dark squares
all over the standard CHM, while they are removed in the pit-free CHM, without affecting the
tree structure. The tree detection algorithm was applied to the standard CHM and the pit-free
CHM. In the following section, on Table 4, a comparison table is presented of the treetop
detections using both types of CHMs.

Figure 15- Comparison of the resulting CHM with and without following the "pit-free" algorithm
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6.3 Parameters for the treetop detection algorithm that gives the best accuracy
In order to show the best combination of parameters that gives the highest accuracy for the
treetop detection (as input for the treetop detection algorithm), the one-factor-at-a-time
approach was followed to iterate the input variables (a and b) for the function. As mentioned
before 11,141 algorithm outputs were generated. Figure 16 shows the accuracy index of the
outputs. The highest AI can be seen as light blue and the lowest is showed as dark blue. The
overall pattern is diagonal, showing a negative correlation between a and b values; when the
value of a increases, b decreases, indicating an approximate linear relationship between the
values. Moreover, the highest accuracy values (70-80%) appear grouped in the center of the
graph and in the same diagonal, while the lowest accuracy is shown at the edges. Therefore, the
linearity provides us the following formula:
Equation 9
b = -23a + 2.5
In order to get the best accuracy, the optimum values for a should be ≥-0.1 & ≤ 0.08 as input for
the treetop detection algorithm to get accuracies over 70%.

Figure 16- Accuracy of the detections depending on a combination of parameters
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Moreover, a sub-selection was made of the exact combination of parameters for the treetop
detection function that gives an overall accuracy over 75% (See Appendix 5). The parameters
providing the best accuracy in the study area (80%), are shown from ID-1 to ID-17 by detecting
77 treetops. The information from ID-18 to ID-21, show the second best overall accuracy (79%)
with a range of detected treetops from 74 to 80. In general, the True Positive Rate varies between
0.8-0.9%.

6.4 Treetop detection and accuracy analysis
Figure 17 shows a section of the study area with the purpose of showing the cases of trees
detected in a correct way, commission errors and omission errors. The green points and circles
show the location of the trees in the area and their approximate crown determined by visual
interpretation. Moreover, the red asterisks indicate the detected treetops.

Figure 17- Representation of reference and predicted trees, showing omission and
commission errors

Table 3 shows a comparison between the outputs of the algorithm using as input the pit-free
CHM and the standard CHM (with Gaussian filter applied). The commission, omission errors, the
true positive rate and the overall accuracy index (AI) are shown. The overall accuracy (AI) for the
treetop detection using the pit-free CHM (80 percent) is higher than the detection using the
standard CHM (51 percent). The omission error for the pit-free is 14%, while for the other, 45%.
The True Positive Rate is 55% for the CHM with the filter and for the pit-free is 86%. The
commission error did not vary between the two CHMs (6 percent).
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Table 3- Treetop detection results by using the pit-free and standard CHM as input for the algorithm

Reference
Data
Number of
trees
84

Algorithm input

Detection results
Commission
Error (%)

Omission
Error (%)

True Positive
Rate (%)

AI (%)

Pit-free CHM

6

14

86

80

CHM with
Gaussian filter

6

45

55

51

By performing a visual inspection of the detected trees (using the pit-free CHM), the following
results were found:





Detected trees were missing when the AHN-2 point cloud didn’t show well-defined apex.
Detected trees were missing when they were close to the borders of the defined plot.
Detected trees were missing when the referenced tree had a height close to the defined
threshold (25 meters).
A treetop was wrongly detected when a group of trees was close to each other and the
branches together gave the appearance of another tree.

6.5 Crown radius threshold
A crown radius of 4.71 was computed as a threshold for the study to know if a tree was correctly
detected. By ranging the radii values from 1-10, differences were found in True Positive, False
Negative and False positive errors and as consequence, also, the accuracy index and the True
Positive Rate were affected. However, the values only were affected when the radius was less
than 2.3 meters.
Table 4- Influence of radii size in treetop detection accuracy

Radii

Predicted
trees

True
Positive

False
Negative

False
Positive

Accuracy
Index

True Positive
Rate

4.7

77

72

12

5

80

0.9

2.3

77

71

13

6

77

0.8
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6.6 Treetop height accuracy on detected trees
With the best results of the previous research question, the accuracy of the treetop heights was
determined. Table 5 shows the values related to the height of our referenced data and the values
detected from the AHN-2 point cloud. Also, the corresponding errors were included without
taking into account the estimated growth. Figure 18, shows the accuracy analysis of the
detection.
Table 5- Results in the treetop detection in terms of height for individual trees and error analysis.

Height values

Referenced data
(ALS)

Number of trees
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Standard deviation

84
25.3
35.8
31.1
2.4

Detection
from AHN-2

77
26.0
32.2
29.3
1.7

Without seasonal growing
Absolute error

-7.0
0.7
-3.6
-1.8

Relative
percentage error

-8.3
2.8
-10.0
-5.8

Figure 18- Treetop height accuracy

Throughout the treetop detection process, 77 treetops were detected inside of the plot with
heights over 26 meters. Without taking into account the seasonal growing, the minimum and
maximum heights were 26 meters and 32.2 respectively. From the reference data, the total
numbers of trees identified were 84 and the minimum and maximum heights were 25.3 and 35.8
respectively. The algorithm showed a relative percentage error of the number of trees detected
of -8.3%. The maximum tree height is estimated with the largest relative percentage error,
reaching 10%. However, the minimum tree height is determined more precisely (2.8%). The mean
absolute error was -1.8m.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION
In this study, we assessed the usability of the AHN-2 data to detect and estimate individual
treetop heights of Douglas-fir in a plot of forest. As mentioned before, the measurements for
AHN-2 were taken in 2010, while our referenced data in 2017 which could affect the estimations.
It is worth mentioning that the number of referenced trees (manually delineated), could be
affected by misinterpretation of the point cloud, because in some cases it was difficult to identify
a tree when the group of trees was close to each other and some of the apparent trees had not
any visible trunk while overall trunks were well-delineated.
The results of this research show that visually the pit-free CHM is better than the standard CHM
because the standard CHM shows pits in an evident way across the image. By applying the
Gaussian filter to the CHM, it can affect the original tree structure of the crown, because it
generates new values for all cells, depending on their nearest neighbors (Khosravipour, et al.,
2014). With the pit-free algorithm, on the contrary, it is possible to acquire individual tree
information without affecting the tree structure, which is useful for the range of applications
(e.g., forest inventories, forest management). Also, based on the results of Table 3, the pit-free
CHM is useful to decrease the omission errors and thus, having higher overall accuracy. As
mentioned before, the filters applied on the CHM to remove the pits, tend to modify the original
structure of the tree, making it more complicated for the algorithm to detect the sharp apex of
Douglas-fir trees and therefore, not detect the tree.
The variable window technique was used in Khosravipour, et al., (2014) over a high (160
points/m2) and low (7 points/m2) LiDAR-derived CHM. Their total accuracy index in a highdensity LiDAR data showed that Pinus sylvestris and Pinus uncinata was 76.3% and 66.4% and for
the low-density point cloud the AI range was between 33.6-36.3%. In the case of Stereńczak &
Zasada, (2011) the mean accuracy of the estimation was 77% by using a point cloud with 5
points/m2 density. In this research, after determining the combination of parameters that returns
the best overall accuracy, 80% of the trees could be correctly detected in the study area. This was
determined, by following the one-factor-at-a-time method, which showed the possible
parameter combinations, giving “the tipping points” in the overall accuracy and assuming that
our referenced data is the closest dataset to reality. Besides, a formula based on linear
relationship and an optimum range of values for one of the parameters were determined. This is
considered an approximation because the formula is not entirely linear, nevertheless, the given
parameter will give as a result an accuracy over 70%. Depending on the combination of
parameters provided, the accuracy can be affected because it influences the variable windows
size, and at the same time depends the height of the trees. Having trees with heights between
25-36 meters will give a variable window size between 1.3-3.5 meters. However, when the values
of a < 0, the accuracy tends to decrease (but still over 70%), because the estimated window size
for bigger trees becomes smaller, and therefore some treetops are apt to be missed. As well,
from our study area, a list of values was determined with exact combinations of parameters for
the treetop detection. In theory, this means that this combination of values can be used as input
parameters for the treetop detection algorithm on another plot of forest which satisfies a range
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of heights between 25-36 meters and the tree species are homogeneous Douglas-fir. As a result,
the expected accuracy should be more than 75%.
The errors found in the treetop detection by visual inspection, suggest that the algorithm is
sensitive when the tree doesn’t show a sharp apex, due to some trees were not detected. Also,
the trees were not detected when they were close to the border of the plot, because the whole
tree is not shown and therefore, the sharp apex is not visible. Moreover, few trees were not
detected due to the difference in the seasonal growing between the AHN-2 and the referenced
point cloud. On the other hand, treetops were wrongly detected when the branches of a group
of trees gave the appearance of an additional tree, which means that the algorithm makes better
detections when the trees are isolated than trees close to each other.
Despite the fact that the method to determine the crown diameter is a rough estimate, the
accuracy was not strongly affected by ranging the values. The best accuracy was estimated (80%)
with a radii value >2.3 meters and the results did not vary from this parameter. The result varied
when the radii value was below 2.3 meters. However, the accuracy index decreased 3% which it
is still considered as good accuracy result.
In regards to the tree heights, the detection from the AHN-2 resulted in an overestimation of the
minimum height (0.7 m), while the maximum and mean height was underestimated. This could
be due to the difference in seasonal growing between the AHN-2 data and the referenced trees,
which was seven years. Also, according to literature, this could be affected since the creation of
the CHM, the window size of the treetop detection algorithm or even the ability of the LiDAR
scanner to capture the characteristics of Douglas-fir trees. Even though, the heights were
overestimated/underestimated, could still contribute to forestry applications due to the
replicability and the automated way to derive these values at different scales.
Conifers are considered important in terms of storing carbon, which aims to reduce global
warming, they could slow the runoff of water and help to reduce erosion. Moreover, conifers are
important as sources of wood (The Conifer Connection, 2018). The focus of this study was on
Douglas-fir, nevertheless, this methodology could be useful for other types of trees with similar
characteristics like sharp apex and cone-shaped silhouette. Some examples are: Abies
nordmanniana, Abies alba, Picea abies, Picea omorika, Larix decidua, Pinus heldreichii, Pinus
uncinata, Larix laricina, Picea glauca, Tsuga canadensis and Pinus peuce (Pividori, et al., 2016).
The Speulder forest is divided into different types of trees per stand. As mentioned before there
are approximately 515 Douglas-Fir stands (585 ha) with ages between 14-123 years old, which
mean also variation in heights. In theory, this methodology could be directly applied to 16
Douglas-Fir stands which could fulfill the condition of trees being taller than 25 meters and
smaller than 36 meters with an expected accuracy of 80%. More research is needed to test the
proposed methodology to other plots with smaller and taller trees. Moreover, by analyzing the
forest stand map for this area, it could be possible to apply this methodology to other types of
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trees which treetops are similar to Douglas-fir (See Table 6). In addition, it is unknown the amount
of information already available of stand delineation in other places in the Netherlands or
worldwide, which could be used as input to filter the information and adapt it to the limitations
of this proposed methodology (e.g. tree size and Douglas-fir species). Besides this, it remains
unknown the accuracy that this methodology could give when applied to another type of trees
(e.g. deciduous trees) because in this case, the apex is not well defined.
Table 6- Hectares available of trees similar to Douglas-fir in Speulder forest

Tree species
Albies grandis
Larix decidua
Picea abis
Picea omorika
Picea sitchensis
Tsuga species

Hectares available
24
8.5
39
2
2
11

Nowadays, the development of LiDAR-systems is increasing, helping to obtain higher accuracy.
However, the advantage of AHN-2 data is that it is available without any cost and covers the
whole of the Netherlands. Moreover, it has been proved to be useful to detect and get
reasonable tree parameters. This sums to the efforts of reducing the laborious field works and
related costs. As mentioned before, the latest version of AHN is going to be released soon. By
applying the presented methodology to the AHN-3, a better accuracy could be expected, as the
point density will be approximately 20 points/m2 (Takken, 2016) and by having an increment in
the point density it will help to define the sharp apex of the trees in a better way. Also, other
studies mentioned that the AHN-3 proved to give better vertical accuracy than AHN-2 (van
Meijeren, 2017).
As mentioned before, the study of Khosravipour, et al., (2014) generated a pit-free CHM and
performed the variable moving window technique on a high and low point cloud with CHMs
having different pixel resolution. For Pinus sylvestris and Pinus uncinata they had an accuracy
between 73-77% for the high-density point cloud and for the low-density, the accuracy varied
between 66-72% for the same species. Lastly, for deciduous trees, the accuracy was 52% on the
high-density point cloud and 33% on the lower one. Their “scenario” on the lower-density point
cloud are similar to this study and by finding the best combination of parameters for the treetop
detection algorithm, a higher accuracy could be estimated for this study (80%). On the other
hand, a good accuracy would not be expected for deciduous trees by using this methodology as
literature findings showed lower accuracies.
By determining tree parameters like tree heights, tree counts, among others, could have a
positive impact on forest management. For instance, this would facilitate the site quality of the
forest because it takes into account the average total height and the age of dominant and codominant trees. Also, literature mentioned that is common to find GIS maps with information
related to stands, which can be combined with treetop detection based on LiDAR data. (Popescu,
et al., 2004; Mcinerney, et al., 2010). Therefore, the added value of this research is that the AHN2 point cloud in combination with the presented methodology, could give good estimates, the
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point cloud is provided free of cost and it is available at national level. Moreover, it is worth to
mention that in recent years, more countries are also providing open source point clouds in a
national or local scale and is assumed that also forest stand maps are available, which can be
used as auxiliary information.

CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS
The pit-free CHM methodology showed to be better than the standard way to generate a CHM
in a visual way and also showed that it reduces omission errors. Moreover, the accuracy of the
tree detection is higher, due to the tree characteristics are not lost because of a filter.
By using as input the AHN-2 point cloud, generating a pit-free CHM from it and following the
variable window technique to detect treetops and their heights, gave similar accuracy results to
other researches. The results show that this methodology could be promising and replicable for
other homogeneous Douglas-fir plots with heights between 25-36 meters high and provide
reliable information. This could be achieved by considering the optimal parameters for the
treetop detection algorithm and also the heights of the trees, because of the influence that they
have on the estimation of the variable window size. However, more research needs to be done
to other plots to test if the accuracy remains the same or similar. Besides, there is a possibility
that this methodology could be useful to analyze other plots with trees similar to Douglas-fir.
Moreover, this approach could be applied to a CHM derived from latest, open source data, the
AHN-3 point cloud. A better treetop detection and height estimation accuracy are expected
because it could be possible to detect the treetop apex. This methodology might not be suitable
for deciduous trees, because their crowns are larger and more irregular than coniferous; giving,
as a result, a lower accuracy.
Due to the good accuracies estimated in this research, this methodology could have the potential
to be replicated in other areas, taking advantage of the open source, AHN-2 which is available for
the whole Netherlands. Additionally, other countries are also providing point clouds free of cost,
meaning that it could be beneficial to other countries.
As mentioned before, the algorithm is not perfect, nevertheless some aspects could be improved
and also tested; for example, for the study delineation, it is advisable to consider a whole tree at
the edges of the delineated plot, to detect the correct treetop within the desired area. Also,
creating a CHM with pixel size lower than 0.5 m is advisable to test the accuracy that can be
reached by following the presented methodology. Moreover, consider reducing as much as
possible the seasonality growth between the study area and the referenced data to get better
estimates. In addition, the algorithm needs to be improved for cases where a group of trees is
close to each other, due to the misinterpretation of branches detected as trees.
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APPENDIX 1 – SOFTWARE USED
The following table shows the software used, the usage and including a website to know more
about them.
Software

Usage

ArcMap 10.5

The following maps: Study area, comparison between the standard
and pit-free CHM, and the representation of reference and
predicted trees.
https://www.arcgis.com

LAStools 2.1

Canopy Height Model creation
https://rapidlasso.com/lastools/

R Studio 3.4.3

Treetop detection, validation
https://www.rstudio.com

CloudCompare
2.10

Point cloud visualization in general
http://www.danielgm.net/cc/

Fusion 3.70

To delineate trees in the referenced data
http://forsys.cfr.washington.edu/fusion/fusionlatest.html
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APPENDIX 2 – RIEGL RICOPTER AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL DATA
Riegl RiCOPTER Aircraft and RIEGL VUX-1UAV LiDAR sensor technical data.
Source: (Wageningen University and Research, 2018)

RIEGL RICOPTER AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL DATA
MAIN DIMENSIONS
1920mm x 1820mm x 470mm
MAXIMUM TAKE-OFF MASS
< 25 kg
MAXIMUM PAYLOAD (BATTERIES AND SENSOR Up to 16 kg
LOAD)
EMPTY WEIGHT
8 kg
MAXIMUM FLIGHT ENDURANCE
With 8kg sensor load: up to 30 min
CRUISE SPEED
Typical 20-30 km/h
TAKE-OFF/ LANDING
Vertical Take-off and Landing
RIEGL VUX-1UAV LIDAR SENSOR
FIELD OF VIEW
330°
MAX. EFFECTIVE MEASUREMENT RATE
Up to 350,000 measurement/sec
MAX. RANGE AT TARGET REFLECTIVITY 20%
550 m
MINIMUM RANGE
3m
RANGE ACCURACY
10 mm
LASER SAFETY CLASS
Laser Class 1 (eye safe)
IMU/GNSS UNIT

ACCURACY ROLL, PITCH/HEADING
IMU SAMPLING RATE
POSITION ACCURACY (TYP.)

0.015°/ 0.035°
200 Hz
0.05 m – 0.3 m
CAMERAS

TYPE
INTERFACES

Sony alpha 6000
2x trigger and event marker
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APPENDIX 4- COMPLETE ALGORITHM TO CREATE A PIT-FREE CHM
:: This section shows the complete algorithm to create a pit-free Canopy Height Model
set PATH=%PATH%;C:\lastools\bin; :: Path where you have installed LAStools
:: Set parameters
set STEP = 0.5 :: Resolution
set KILL = 1.5 :: Triangle kill (about 3 times the step)
:: * Set input files
Set INPUT= C:\ \Source\PointClouds\AHN2_1_u32fn2_50m\u32fn2_RDNew_50m.laz
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Pre-processing :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:: Ground classify the point cloud
lasground

-i %INPUT% -wilderness -odir "C:\Data\Lt_Component\Ground" ^
-o ahn2_ground.laz

:: Normalize the point cloud
lasheight

-i "C:\Data\Lt_Component\Ground\ahn2_ground.laz" ^
-replace_z -odir "C:\Data\Lt_Component\Height" ^
-o ahn2_normalized.laz

:: Set the Height-normalized point cloud as input data
set NORMALIZED_LIDAR = C:\Data\Lt_Component\Height\ahn2_normalized.laz
:: specify a temporary directory for the partial CHMs
set TEMP_CHM_DIR = temp_chms
:: specify the final output CHM file name and format
set PIT_FREE_CHM=C:\Users\Liliana_G\R\Data\Lt_Result\FinalCHM_AHN2\chm_ahn2.tif
rmdir %TEMP_CHM_DIR% /s /q
mkdir %TEMP_CHM_DIR%
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Processing :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:: Standard CHM creation
blast2dem
-i %NORMALIZED_LIDAR% ^
-keep_first -step %STEP% ^
-odir %TEMP_CHM_DIR% -odix _00 -obil
:: Partial CHM creation
blast2dem

-i %NORMALIZED_LIDAR% ^
-keep_first -drop_z_below 2 ^
-step %STEP% -kill %KILL% ^
-odir %TEMP_CHM_DIR% -odix _02 -obil

blast2dem

-i %NORMALIZED_LIDAR% ^
-keep_first -drop_z_below 5 ^
-step %STEP% -kill %KILL% ^
-odir %TEMP_CHM_DIR% -odix _05 -obil

blast2dem

-i %NORMALIZED_LIDAR% ^
-keep_first -drop_z_below 10 ^
-step %STEP% -kill %KILL% ^
-odir %TEMP_CHM_DIR% -odix _10 -obil

blast2dem

-i %NORMALIZED_LIDAR% ^
-keep_first -drop_z_below 15 ^
-step %STEP% -kill %KILL% ^
-odir %TEMP_CHM_DIR% -odix _15 -obil

blast2dem

-i %NORMALIZED_LIDAR% ^
-keep_first -drop_z_below 20 ^
-step %STEP% -kill %KILL% ^
-odir %TEMP_CHM_DIR% -odix _20 -obil
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blast2dem

-i %NORMALIZED_LIDAR% ^
-keep_first -drop_z_below 25 ^
-step %STEP% -kill %KILL% ^
-odir %TEMP_CHM_DIR% -odix _25 -obil

blast2dem

-i %NORMALIZED_LIDAR% ^
-keep_first -drop_z_below 30 ^
-step %STEP% -kill %KILL% ^
-odir %TEMP_CHM_DIR% -odix _30 -obil

:: Merge partial CHMs
lasgrid

-i %TEMP_CHM_DIR%\*.bil -merged ^
-step %STEP% -highest ^
-o %PIT_FREE_CHM%
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APPENDIX 5- COMBINATION OF PARAMETERS THAT GIVES ACCURACY OVER 75%
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

A
-0.1
-0.08
-0.06
-0.06
-0.04
-0.04
-0.02
-0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.12
-0.12
0.06
0.1
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.18
-0.08
0.12
0.12
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.2
0.2
0.22
0.22
0.24

B
5.3
4.7
4.1
4.3
3.5
3.7
2.9
3.1
2.3
2.5
2.7
1.9
2.1
1.3
1.5
0.9
0.3
0.7
0.5
-0.1
-0.9
5.9
1.1
-0.3
-0.7
-1.9
-1.7
-2.5
4.9
-1.1
-0.5
-1.7
-1.5
-1.3
-1.1
-3.1
-2.7
-3.9
-3.5
-4.5

PREDTOPS TRUEPOSRATE
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
77
0.9
80
0.9
74
0.8
74
0.8
80
0.9
75
0.8
71
0.8
79
0.9
75
0.8
79
0.9
73
0.8
81
0.9
74
0.8
84
0.9
70
0.8
84
0.9
82
0.9
78
0.8
70
0.8
82
0.9
70
0.8
84
0.9
76
0.8
86
0.9

AI
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
79.8
78.6
78.6
78.6
78.6
77.4
77.4
77.4
77.4
77.4
77.4
77.4
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

0.26
0.28
-0.04
-0.02
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.1
0.16
0.16
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.2
0.2
0.22
0.24
0.3
0.3

-4.5
-5.1
3.9
3.3
1.7
1.7
0.1
-0.5
-2.3
-2.1
-2.7
-2.3
-2.1
-3.3
-2.9
-3.7
-4.1
-6.1
-5.7

76
76
67
71
83
67
83
83
85
83
83
75
69
83
75
83
77
85
77

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.8

76.2
76.2
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
75.0

Results of iteration of a value and b value- corresponding to Equation 1; The Referenced data was in all cases 84
trees; PredTops- The total predicted treetops; TruePosRate-True positive rate; AI- overall accuracy.
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